Scholarship Schemes

**SKFGI Special Scholarship Scheme for the Academic Year (2015-2016)**

Over and above of the Scholarship Scheme, the Institute SKFGI has specially offered merit scholarship scheme to the following category students for the academic year 2015-2016

- WBJEEB Rank upto 5000: **No tuition fee** (any no of the students)
- WBJEEB Rank above 5000 to 15000: **1/2 tuition fee** (any no of the students)
- WBJEEB Rank above 15001 to 30000: **Scholarship of Rs.10000/- one time during admission.**

The above scholarship shall be applicable from 1st – 8th semesters.

**Various other Scholarship Schemes from Government**

**Reserved Category Minority/SC/ST:**

Post Matric Scholarship for students belonging to the MINORITY community:

- Annual Scholarship of Rs.25000/- p.a (for day scholar)
- Annual Scholarship of Rs.30000/- p.a (for Hostelliers)
- Annual Scholarship of Rs.10000/- p.a (for the case of pre matric scholarship)

- The scheme will be announced by the concerned State Govt well in time through advertisements in the leading language in newspapers
- Scholarship granted by the appropriate authority subject to fulfillment of eligibility criteria of the applicant.

**POST MATRIC scholarship under Central Assistance to SC/ST & OBC students:**

The objective of the scheme is to provide financial assistance to the SC/ST/OBC students studying at post matriculation stages. The State Govt follows the rates fixed by Govt of India. The annual Scholarship of Rs.16000/-p.a (approx) is provided by Anagrasan kalian Dept. of respective State Govt.

**Swami Vivekananda, West Bengal Merit Cum Means based scholarship:**

This scholarship provides financial assistance to the poor and meritorious students of West Bengal for pursuing higher studies.
Eligibility Criteria:-

Candidates must obtain at least 75% marks consisting of two languages subjects and three best elective subjects. Students who are enrolled in the 1st yr of U.G course also passing the H.S Examination or its equivalent examination will be eligible to apply. Annual Scholarship of Rs.16000/- (approx) will be sanctioned by the Directorate of Technical Education, Higher Education Govt of West Bengal, subject to fulfillment of all eligible criteria the applicants.

West Bengal Freeship Scheme:-

The West Bengal Freeship Scheme has been implemented in the state effectively for the Academic Session towards half tuition fee waiver or half freeship to students belonging to specific income brackets (i.e. income upto 2.5 lacs per annum) and meritorious, by virtue of their admission to self financing Engineering College. The half freeship schemes shall be given 10% of the total students admitted during academic year (2015-16). The half freeship shall be provided to the students from 2nd semester to 8th semester subject to due acceptance & approval by the Director of Technical Education Dept. of Higher Education, Govt. of West Bengal.

NOTE:- No multiple scholarship scheme can be availed by a student and in such case the highest benefit shall be passed onto the students by the Institute.